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Mohawk canoe forum. I'am new to this forum and would like
some input regarding a solo canoe.. The seemingly
“slowest” canoe we own is a blunt nosed Mohawk . I've
paddled a friends some. He uses it for canoe camping and
paddles it with a kayak paddle. Pretty nice little boat. Jun
29, 2017. I have an opportunity to buy a 15' mohawk for
300 dollars. Seems to be in very good condition. The
person selling has no idea as to model. Aug 8, 2022.
Royalex hull, fully outfitted with foam saddle, thigh strap
system, adjustable toe blocks, and air bags. The thigh strap
system is standard . Feb 18, 2016. If you haven't yet,
search this forum for canoe threads - we have had quite a
few lately and there have been many photos posted of the
various . NACT is a forum to buy, sell and trade QUALITY
canoes.. Twin Cities Canoe/Kayak Trading Post. Mohawk
Canoe - boats - by owner - marine sale. Dec 2, 2013. Probe
12 solo whitewater canoe with Mohawk outfitting: Pedestal
seat with thigh straps and foot pegs, air bags. Very good
condition. My husband and I brought our own kayaks and

no problem getting them in and bringing us back. The rest
of our group rented canoes and we we're all able to stay .
Manufacturers of canoe parts and accessories. Jul 16, 2011.
Mohawk Intrepid 16 Canoe. Serial number:
MMN361771280, built in 1980. Constructed of Royalex. The
finish has oxidized, I spoke with Mohawk . I'm looking for a
used solo boat for BWCA tripping. For reference, I have a
Mohawk Odyssey that I use for river paddling (and a
monster .. Flip it over and carefully run your bare hands
over it, look for cracks and splits with some tactile feel! I
didn't buy a canoe a few years ago because I felt a divot,
upon investigation I saw it was pretty well cracked. Guy
dropped it on a rock moving to the yard to sell it. Hey, best
wishes to you on the exciting adventure! I am grateful for
all the help I received on this board, and I'm sure they'll be
as excited as I am to help you out! Paddle on! ~JP. This is
tough canoe ready for whatever action you can bring its
way. Come pick it up. Joined: June 15th, 2020, 8:48 am
Posts: 15. Re: Looking for advice on my first solo canoe.
Fast Easy to maneuver Great manufacturer Light weight
Not well suited for Whitewater, but perfect for flat water to
small shoals. Solo gives you amazing control. We had a
relaxing time floating along the river. There were lots of

down trees to navigate (steer around) which was fun for my
young boys. The river was clean and the raft and gear was
in good condition. A 12' long canoe that is nearly 40" wide
is going to be very slow. One of the (many) things I look at
in a canoe if the length to waterline ratio. 12 feet is 144
inches, divided by 39.5 inches is 3.64. That is crazy
low/slow. How do you find paddling the prospector 15 in the
wind solo? And as far as lifting the blue at 45 lbs by
yourself do you find it hard, is on/off the car tough? My
current 17 foot prospector is just awkward i think at 60 lbs,
but I can lift it and portage by myself(just is not that easy.
Date of experience: August 2018 This review is the
subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of
Tripadvisor LLC. Tripadvisor performs checks on reviews.
Thought at one time some models(Shaman) were available
in a composite. Share this page on Facebook Share this
page on Linkedin Share this page on Twitter. Length 12'7"
Width 26.5" Depth at bow / middle / stern 21.5" / 15.5" / 21"
Rocker at bow / stern 5" / 5.75" Weight 51lbs - This is very
much an asymmetrical hull. The hull is quite narrow
forward with firm chines (edges). The rocker and the hull
shape shift right under the paddler. From the paddler's
position aft the hull is much fuller and the bottom is quite

rounded. Leaning a bit forward and pressing a knee down
engages the edges and lets the boat carve into turns.
Leaning back slightly releases the edges and let the boat
spin on the rounded after sections. Im currently looking at a
Mohawk 174 used at $350.It's either a canoe or a sit on top
fishing kayak that Im looking at.With a canoe you can get
the best of both worlds,camping,fishing,and touring.Only
downside with a canoe is the weight,unless you buy a
kevlar. Re: Looking for advice on my first solo canoe. View
topic - Looking for advice on my first solo canoe. I feel like I
cannot lose at that price. I was hoping somebody could
identify and give an opinion on this canoe. Thanks. Joined:
June 28th, 2001, 7:00 pm Posts: 2328 Location: Freeland,
Maryland USA. Re: Looking for advice on my first solo
canoe. Looks to be fiberglass with wood gunwales and
woven seats. We noticed that you're using an outdated
browser. The Tripadvisor website may not display properly.
Upgrading your browser will ensure the best possible
experience on our website: this great site and online
community alive by contributing your financial support.
Windows: Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, Google
Chrome. Mac: Safari. Things to do near Happy Mohawk
Canoe Livery. Bad Little Falls, Flint_2016, Early Man and 4

others. If you need tennis shoes, or sportswear go to Dick's.
Overall, the White River is beautiful. Will kayak it again.. .
No the boat has not been sold yet. Call me at 970-819-0498
anytime - I'm up by 6:30 or 7:00 MDT and I'm retired so I
can talk anytime. Date of experience: August 2019 This
review is the subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member
and not of Tripadvisor LLC. Tripadvisor performs checks on
reviews. Date of experience: August 2020 This review is the
subjective opinion of a Tripadvisor member and not of
Tripadvisor LLC. Tripadvisor performs checks on reviews.
Hey how's it going everybody? I'am new to this forum and
would like some input regarding a solo canoe. I own a
tandem Novacraft 17 foot boat in tough stuff right now,
which I have tried to solo with some success but it's hard to
manage a 17 foot by myself and portaging just plain sucks.
So I have decided maybe a solo boat might be a good idea
for me for when my wife can't go out canoeing or I just want
to disappear into the woods to go fishing. I am thinking
about getting a 14 or 15 foot solo boat but I have a few
questions first for anyone that might own one. The first is
that I plan on using this to get to remote back country and
for me weight/ability to portage is a big key, as I will be
going over bog/swamp, rocks and very thick woods

potentially. But the problem is the area's I plan on going are
rocky flat water ponds, the shore lines usually have some
jagged rocks. I also plan on using rivers to get from pond to
pond, which are going to be mostly impassable so I would
be dragging/portaging up rivers as well. So I really want a
Kevlar canoe, something light for just me and maybe my
dog(we are working on that one). How do you think
Kevlar/aramid would hold up with lot's of rocks around or
hitting them while on the water? My tough stuff canoe is
still looking well, I have taken care of it and it's still in pretty
good shape so I think the Kevlar would be fine. Also what
weight do people find a 14/15 foot canoe comfortable to
portage, is a heavier more durable material still be
manageable to portage? I wondered about the hull material
as I don't believe Mohawk ever used anything but Royalex
and R-84 (a lighter version of Royalex). That is one of the
big resins they no longer make boats and just sell parts
now. I know it will serve you well. Re: Looking for advice on
my first solo canoe.. . Since I no longer have the boat in
front of me I will have to try to remember the cracks. The
first time it started cracking it was slight but you could tell
that's what it was. I did as Mohawk suggested and
purchased some West System epoxy and fiberglass cloth. I

couldn't get the 10oz they recommended so I got the 7oz. I
put a patch in the stern and the bow just about where they
start to turn up. The patches were slightly larger than my
palm. Two layers, the last one about a half in bigger than
the first. The next time I checked the stern had cracked all
the way through the patch and into the foam. I patched
again with larger patches. By now I had a crack starting in
front of the seat and one about five inches in front of the
stern patch. I have a picture that shows the stern crack. I
blew it up to an 8x10. If you are at the Nantahala this
summer I will be glad to show it to you. I believe Mohawk
says one of the cracks is 14 inches long. The picture shows
it was only 8 inches at this time. So they have continued to
grow, even after patching as they instructed. The major
ones are down into the foam. I was able to see that the abs
material at that point was thin as a few sheets of paper. I
really don't think that is enough abs in that area for a
whitewater boat. I'd just like to hear the final outcome since
this seems to be one of those learning experiences in life I
would rather not live through. It looks like Kevlar in the
photo. Either way at that price it like others said don't wait.
I learned to paddle in a Mohawk four decades ago. I am not
attacking you, just confused with the information you are

providing contrary to what I have understood about
Mohawk for many years. We do not have flamefests on this
messageboard and I am not trying to start one. When you
post here about a problem you have with a boat
manufacturer, your accuracy is what helps. Reading
Mohawk's response about your communications with them
has shed a different light on this matter you did not show.
What's up with that? No Dealers I believe Mohawk only sells
direct to the customer so there is no dealer markup but you
do need to figure the shipping cost into your final boat
price. Their white water boats are great but I have no
experience with their fiberglass layup boats. Another point
of interest is that their outfitting store shows the final price
that includes shipping. I wish more online stores would do
that. I was just looking at the classfiveboats website where
they make Mohawk fiberglass canoes and I have got admit,
for fiberglass boats their prices are great! I mean, as low as
$635 for a 17'4 75 lbs boat that's incredible!!!. That
Odyssey has kind of a tug boat aesthetic. Looks tough.
Looks to be fiberglass with wood gunwales and woven
seats. But these are my thoughts and I respect yours!. Had
it out last week on the Bois Brule in northwest WI. I have an
opportunity to buy a 15' mohawk for 300 dollars. Seems to

be in very good condition. The person selling has no idea as
to model. Peter I'm interested to hear more about the
clipper viper. I would guess it is durable and stiff, maybe
not so light? Powered by Discourse, best viewed with
JavaScript enabled. It looks like a nice boat, and the price is
right, don't over think it, just enjoy it. Currently in the bed
of my truck. Haha nice try. I just bought a Mohawk 174
fiberglass.It's a bit on the heavy side(around 80-90 lbs)but
moves pretty good IMO.I'm gonna moor it for the season at
a local lake so I don't have to keep loading it up on my Jeep
Patriot.I also have a Sun Dolphin Journey 12 sit on top
fishing kayak(I'd rather a Hobie)which only weighs 58
lbs,much easier to put on my vehicle.I'd rather a
lightweight canoe in Royalex,but I have no complaints with
the one I have.Bought it used for $350.I hope to get up to
the Adirondacks possibly this summer or September,or
down to North Carolina near Nags Head where my sister
lives.There I would bring my kayak not my canoe. Not a top
of the line type canoe, but it should be serviceable with a
roadside launch point if you don't expect a lot of
performance. For fishing, short camping trips or the like, it
would be fine. Probably rather heavy, so portaging to
remote places in the woods is out for this boat. I was wrong

about the gunwales and seats. The picture was deceiving.
Seems the gunwales have some type of vinyl or plastic
cover and the seats are plastic with aluminum supports and
the thwarts are aluminum. Still feel like I got a good deal.
Was from the YMCA only used in their pool to practice
paddling. Not kevlar. Royalex. Very light. You got a GEM of
a canoe. I can't imagine you're not tickled pink. Please let
me know if you're not. Finally, you bought the boat from a
dealer whom you trust. Trust in a retailer is great. When I
have trust in a place where I spend my money, I continue to
go back and spend more. However, I have not seen where
Mohawk sells directly to retailers. According to Mohawk,
you buy their boats DIRECTLY from them. What's up with
that? Bad Little Falls, Flint_2016, Early Man and 4 others. I
looked all through their literature on the internet and all the
printed material that I could find and they don't mention a
warranty. I am finding out now that they don't warranty
their boats. They picked mine up at Nantahala during the
Spring Splash. Now they say they won't replace it. They are
threatening not to even bring it back to the Nantahala
during GAF. Have you ever heard of such? Looks to be
fiberglass with wood gunwales and woven seats. It says
they use 2 layers of fiberglass. Is that standard for other

companies??. Drag it right in the NOC retail shop during a
Saturday afternoon when it is packed with people. Point out
the flaw to the manager. You will get an exchange.
Currently in the bed of my truck. Haha nice try. BTW, if you
think having an ABS boat crack on you is a pain, own and
paddle a glass boat. ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ------- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ------- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ------- ----. Item added to cart. View cart and check out. Dillon
Finan, PaPa K, Early Man and 4 others. I don't see how they
can make quality hand-laid fiberglass canoes at the prices
on their website unless they're using convict labor. Like
@Scotchmon I have a Solo 14 I picked up used some years
back. It has been a great boat for me, no issues. I have had
other canoes that tracked a little straighter or were a little
faster through the water, but I use this one more than I
used the others as it is versatile and fairly light. My Sun
Dolphin Journey 12 SS(12')Not the best but it gets me out
on the water.. Jun 25, 2006 · If you check the weight of the
Roylex canoes they have vs. the same size of Roylex canoe
other top manufactures have you will see that the Mohawk
is about 8 to 10 lbs. Aug 14, 2020 · Why? The Mohawk
Canoe website links to Class Five Boats for their fiberglass

canoes. So clearly Mohawk approves of all this. No funny
business. It seems to me more of a. AdShop Canoes at
L.L.Bean. Free Shipping With $50 Purchase. Aug 07, 2019 · I
am new to these forums. Can anyone tell me the model of
canoe I have? A guy in my hometown is moving and wanted
to unload it fast so he sold it to me for $175. It is. Mar 09,
2012 · Take the green one, put the black perception saddle
in it, put metal deck plates on it and you have my first
white water canoe. I believe it was called "Whitewater 16"
by Mohawk.. AdThe 8 Best Canoes for Every Paddler from
Beginner to Pro. See our top recommended Canoes that fit
your budget & needs. See Editor's Top Picks! Aug 24, 2022 ·
A few more Mohawk canoe photos. #1: Another shot of my
brother-in-law on the Current River in a Solo 14 #2. A friend
paddling an Odyssey 14 probably on the Blue River in. The
Mohawk Canoe model XL 13 can run on class II, class III,
and even class IV waters. It is also very durable. Some of its
accessories may last for years. Learning the basics of
paddling is. Information About Your Canoe How To Request
Information About Your Canoe To request information about
your canoe, such as model, length, manufactured date,
etc., please email. Repair Kits – Mohawk Canoes Repair Kits
What you need to do minor repairs on your canoe; Kevlar

STEEN Plates, G/flex Epoxy. Filter by Sort by G-Flex 650
Epoxy $42 Kevlar Felt STEEN. Manufacturers of canoe parts
and accessories. SALE ITEMS - Foam Triple Saddle Body &
8x8 Kneepads Shop Foam and Outfitting Dec 01, 2015 ·
Song of the Paddle Forum-Reviews of Mohawk canoes.
Reviews of Mohawk canoes. Moderator: Admins. Share.
Share with: Link: Copy link. Topics. Replies Views Last. Apr
07, 2008 · Nimble on the water, the Mohawk Solo brand of
canoes are a delight to paddle. A joy on small twisty creeksyet with flared bow and sides, the Mohawk Solo 14 can
easily. Sep 09, 2022 · Mohawk Intrepid 17 Royalex canoe $985 (Shelbyville, TN.) This is an excellent canoe. Rare 17’
model. It’s in excellent condition. KeelEazy sTEEN pads
already installed. All the. Aug 16, 2004 · When I read
Mohawk’s reply and this sentence jumped out at me. “Our
experience with repairs has been very favorable. Although
the canoe has scrapes and dings. Feb 13, 2019 · My
Mohawk 13XL tips the scales at nearly 60 lbs but it’s
definitely built for WW with a saddle and bow and stern
bags It’s a joy in WW but tough for me to lug around..
JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please
enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Solo
14 RX 14' 29 / 30.25″ 1″ 12.5″ 18″ 44 lbs. 375 lbs. Powered

by Discourse, best viewed with JavaScript enabled. He
posted the same thing over at paddling.net, and Mohawk's
reply seems to be a cut'n'paste jobby too. Good
conversation and questions for Willy on there, and he hasn't
been back to answer then anywhere, it looks like. Haven't
checked the NPMB yet, but I think it's likely that there's a
thread over there, as well. RECLAIM the Southeast Esquif a
bunch of canucks are killin down here Customer Service
Get some Rippers Back in your Boats Its amazing how much
media can do these days with the internet Make a plastic
boat Also make a c1 saddle like the old dagger pedestal.
Thousands of Mohawk canoes have been bought and used
by recreational and sports boaters throughout the years.
Owners of these canoes claim that they offer the best value
at affordable prices. Will a Mohawk Canoe really give you
the best value for your money? Solo 14 R84 14' 29 / 30.25″
1″ 12.5″ 19″ 39 lbs. 375 lbs. I looked all through their
literature on the internet and all the printed material that I
could find and they don't mention a warranty. I am finding
out now that they don't warranty their boats. They picked
mine up at Nantahala during the Spring Splash. Now they
say they won't replace it. They are threatening not to even
bring it back to the Nantahala during GAF. Have you ever

heard of such? Just being willing to try is half the battle.
Good move! Happy to see you got the boat!. If you want a
great canoe, buy it. If it's within 200 miles of NC I'll buy it. I
have a 13 ft Mohawk single. It weighs 39 lbs and is tough
as nails. It's worth 1500. I can make you a deal and even
hook you up with the ABS to fix it. Personally, I've had no
problems with Mohawk - products or service. My Viper has
some cracks and splits, but that is because I paddled the
living daylights out of it for about 5 years before letting it
retire. Speaking of which, anybody interested in a Viper?
My Shaman was bought new on 15 December 2001. I
bought it from Troublesome Creek Outfitters. Doug
Shumate told me the canoe had been kept inside his store
the whole time. It looked like it had to me. You are more
than welcome to contact Doug at
www.troublesomecreek.com and get collaboration of my
story. I have bought a lot of things off of Doug and highly
recommend him for all your paddling needs, short of a
Mohawk canoe. I am pretty sure Mohawk knew this because
Doug had done the talking and arranged for me to bring the
boat to GAF. Just paddling and watching long-term results
isn't enough. Some, like me, just aren't hard on boats no
matter what rivers we paddle. Flip it over and carefully run

your bare hands over it, look for cracks and splits with
some tactile feel! I didn't buy a canoe a few years ago
because I felt a divot, upon investigation I saw it was pretty
well cracked. Guy dropped it on a rock moving to the yard
to sell it. Solo 13 R84 13' 29 / 30.25″ 1″ 12.5″ 18″ 36 lbs.
300 lbs. A much improved Roylex would be the second
choice to makin tupperware boats. I have a Dagger Quake
you can't kill, and all my Esquif plastic is still going strong.
Polaris Jet Ski Models [Review of Polaris 650, 750, 785,. . It
looks like a nice boat, and the price is right, don't over think
it, just enjoy it. These models gained canoe lovers' support
because of their high performance and the attention to
detail that the company provided. The Solo 13 weighs only
40 pounds and has an overall length of 13 feet. You can
easily carry it upstream. This canoe also tracks well, even if
it is just a small boat. It also very maneuverable and can
handle pleasure boat wakes and bass with ease. Discover
the ultimate pleasure in canoeing: Solo paddling in a Solo
14 by Mohawk Canoes. Decked Canoes, Open Canoes, as
long as they're canoes!. Apparently, McCrae and I think
enough alike to both have sent Mohawk info on deceased
guidebook author Roger Corbett, who used to paddle an
Intrepid 16. And one from the Slippery Rock Creek, Western

PA:. They don't make canoes anymore, but there is still a
Mohawk Canoe company. The guys that run it are asking
Mohawk owners to share memories of their canoes on their
website. So, if you have a Mohawk, you might be interested
in having your canoe's photo posted and telling its story.
Here's the link to their show us your Mohawk page, where
you can find instructions for emailing your Mohawk's story.
Those who have bought and used Mohawk canoes claim
that they are good canoes with good accessories and are
supported by good service. Owners of these canoes are not
afraid to recommend them to others. They also say that
these canoes offer the best bargain for entry-level canoers.
I just bought a Mohawk 174 fiberglass.It's a bit on the
heavy side(around 80-90 lbs)but moves pretty good
IMO.I'm gonna moor it for the season at a local lake so I
don't have to keep loading it up on my Jeep Patriot.I also
have a Sun Dolphin Journey 12 sit on top fishing kayak(I'd
rather a Hobie)which only weighs 58 lbs,much easier to put
on my vehicle.I'd rather a lightweight canoe in Royalex,but I
have no complaints with the one I have.Bought it used for
$350.I hope to get up to the Adirondacks possibly this
summer or September,or down to North Carolina near Nags
Head where my sister lives.There I would bring my kayak

not my canoe. Paul C. Cboats Moderator Official TOG
Member (Team Old Guy)! It says they use 2 layers of
fiberglass. Is that standard for other companies??.. 3188
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